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Can We Afford the Future?
We’re living in tough times. And we’ve probably all said that before, but
our current state of the economy and business climate is proving more
challenging than ever.
As the pandemic eases into something we are all learning to live with on a daily basis,
the lasting impacts will be felt for years, if not decades. No doubt the cost of managing
the threat of COVID-19 at a business and farm level has increased costs, challenged
employment rates, and significantly altered employee safety management. We are
all learning how to deal with this new paradigm in the workplace, as well as in public
settings such as restaurants, sports venues, and large festivals.
The rising costs of doing business in California have gone unabated for the past
two years or more, and even more so this spring as the energy sector costs have
skyrocketed. It is probably true for all of us that we set a new record for the cost of
filling up our gas tank each week. Imagine what that means to a farmer or rancher who
has to travel many miles each day to accomplish their workload. Included in this issue
is a separate article documenting the mandates related to vehicles sold in California
and how that will impact our rural communities.
Farms and ranches are facing an extraordinary amount of pressure on supply input
costs … fertilizers, fuel, equipment, and packaging costs are all increasing at alarming
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rates … inflation is now over 8% yearover-year, and most of the farm input
items are increasing at higher rates than
the average.
Regulatory costs are not slowing down
either. The costs of water quality, air
quality, food safety, workplace rules,
and workers’ compensation are doubling
down on how expensive it is to run a
business, let alone a farm or ranch.
The pandemic has put pressures on
workers’ compensation costs that will be
impacting rates for years to come. Water
quality regulations are causing sharp
increases for monitoring, reporting, and

$160 million in deferred maintenance
and repair costs to our two reservoirs
and dams, and then have a multitude of
water projects listed in our sustainability
plans to address our more serious
groundwater issues. This may total
over $500 million in projects that the
community needs to consider in order to
to solve the salt water intrusion issue as
well as distribution problems within the
sub-basins of the Salinas Valley.
Finally, there is the ever-increasing
costs for labor in today’s political
environment. A $15 minimum wage is
probably increasing to $15.50 in 2023

With all these enormous pressures building related
to the costs of doing business as a farm or ranch,
there needs to be a balance, indeed a substantial
increase, in the price that our crops and products
are sold for to the supply chain.
compliance costs, the worst of which
will come in the next half-decade as
stricter regulations take hold; the main
problem facing farms will be data
management, so look to the separate
article in this issue about how farm and
ranch data is going to be aggregated on
a national level.
But, wait there’s more … water costs
related to the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA) over the next
20 years will challenge our local farms,
ranches, and communities about how
much they can pay for reliable water
resources. We are already facing over

(and note that farms are paying more
than minimum wage due to limited
labor availability), overtime hours now
apply after 8 hours a day or 40 hours a
week, and mandated health care rules
are facing escalating costs each year.
Add in our State Legislature’s propensity
to apply more Paid Time Off (PTO)
requirements each year, and the costs
of labor are rapidly putting the financial
stability of farms in question, particularly
those small farms that are challenged to
find enough labor to harvest their crops.
With all these enormous pressures
building related to the costs of doing

business as a farm or ranch, there needs
to be a balance, indeed a substantial
increase, in the price that our crops and
products are sold for to the supply chain.
Farmers have traditionally been “price
takers” and unable to increase their
wholesale pricing to match the increased
production costs. The margins are
shrinking continuously and many farms
and ranches will feel the pinch as further
increases come for inputs, labor, and
regulatory compliance.
How does a community afford the
substantial costs of water supply
projects? Over the next 20 years, these
investments could come to hundreds of
dollars per acre of farm and ranchlands,
something that may not be possible
in today’s economic and regulatory
environment. Yes, farms and ranches
are great at adapting to challenges
and finding solutions, but financial
commitments for SGMA projects may
be the final blow to the stability of our
agricultural sector here.
We’ve endured two rough years since the
outbreak of COVID-19 in our community,
with markets crashing and pricing
challenges causing extraordinary losses
… anyone who thinks that farmers are
wealthy hasn’t had to produce a crop
and find a market at a fair price, one that
brings a profit that allows operations to
continue into the next year.
As we enter into the summer and fall
months, there will be many more
challenges as the drought impacts
continue throughout our State. These
will surely add to the financial stress of
farms and ranches, particularly those
who have no water to produce a crop

or grow forage for their animals. We
could be facing the biggest farming
crisis since the early 1980s if we are not
supportive of our hard-working farmers
and ranchers.
In this issue of Farm Focus® there are
articles of various contexts of what

farmers and ranchers must manage
in today’s regulatory and economic
environments. There are many
conflicting messages currently, but
one we must all be clear on is that our
domestic food supply is critical to our
national security and well-being as
a nation.

BUILT FOR AGRICULTURE
Our mission is to improve the lives of farmers
and ranchers while serving all segments of
agriculture. Whether you’re looking to buy land,
invest in equipment or refinance an existing loan
to save money, we have the financial solutions and
expertise to help you get the job done.

Call 800.800.4865 today
or visit AgLoan.com
A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.
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Climate Disclosure
Mandate Would Burden
Farmers
WRITTEN BY: SHELBY MYERS FOR AGALERT®

The agriculture sector provides nearly
every raw product that goes into the
supply chain, with a valued contribution
of over $1 trillion to the U.S. gross
domestic product in 2020 and employing
over 21 million people. While farmers
and ranchers are not public companies
required to report directly to the SEC,
their obligations through their regulated
customers could be enormous.
The proposed rule is the “Enhancement
and Standardization of Climate Related
Disclosures for Investors.” Its reporting
requirements for greenhouse gas
emissions directly affect farmers’
and ranchers’ operations and could
create substantial costs and liabilities.
Ultimately, the rule could have
consequences for their ability to produce
food, fuel and fiber, and put in jeopardy
the stability of the U.S. supply chain.
Most notably for agriculture, the rule
proposed by the SEC on March 21 would
require disclosure of the greenhouse gas
emissions across the entire value chain.
The SEC claims that this requirement for
greenhouse gas emissions disclosures
would “provide investors with
information useful in decision-making
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as an investor assesses a registrant’s
exposure to, and management of,
climate-related risks, and in particular
transition risks.”
For agriculture, food and forestry
manufacturing alone, there are nearly
2,400 companies registered with the
SEC that would be subject to reporting
Scope 3 emissions from their farm
suppliers. The proposed rule would
require public companies to disclose the
emissions for each significant category
of their value chain, expressed in metric
tons of carbon dioxide.
For farmers to stay compliant with
the companies that purchase their
products downstream, this could mean
producers will need to track and disclose
on-farm data regarding individual
operations and day-to-day activities.
Unlike large corporations currently
regulated by the SEC, farmers do not
have teams of compliance officers or
attorneys dedicated to handling SEC
compliance issues.
This could force farmers of all sizes,
but particularly those with small and
medium-sized operations, to report

data they may be unable to provide,
which would result in a costly additional
expense or a loss of business to
larger farms.
This SEC rule, as proposed, has the
potential to require very detailed
information from each farm that is
not captured anywhere else, down to
how many gallons of fuel are put into
each piece of machinery and each
machine’s emissions.

that procure the products grown on
that farm. This could lead to more
consolidation in agriculture.
This search for supply could push small
and medium-sized farmers out of
business and force companies to look
for products outside of the U.S., adding
additional costs to food and limiting
food availability.
Farmers and ranchers already comply
with expansive legislative and regulatory
directives that exist at the local, state
and federal levels. The SEC’s proposed
rule seeks to further extend regulatory
burdens on farmers and ranchers, all
while lacking appropriate statutory
authority. In fact, Congress has been
very clear that agencies may not require

mandatory reporting of greenhouse gas
emissions from livestock.
This rule would move the SEC well
beyond its traditional regulatory
authority by mandating climate change
reporting requirements that will not only
regulate publicly traded companies,
but will impact every company in the
value chain. More importantly, this
rule could require public companies to
force farmers and ranchers to report
personal information and businessrelated data, raising serious privacy
concerns. In this capacity, the SEC would
be granted unprecedented jurisdiction
over America’s farms and ranches,
potentially creating onerous compliance
requirements for even small farms and
ranches with few or no employees.

Farmers and ranchers have been on the
forefront of climate mitigation efforts
from the very beginning, working
on conservation, stewardship efforts
and decreasing their greenhouse gas
emissions through voluntary efforts.
This rule could undermine that progress
and force mandates that could eliminate
many farms and ranches.
SHELBY MYERS IS AN ECONOMIST FOR THE
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION. SHE
MAY BE CONTACTED AT SHELBYM@FB.ORG. THIS
ARTICLE WAS ADAPTED FROM A FARM BUREAU
MARKET INTEL REPORT, WHICH CAN BE FOUND
AT FB.ORG/MARKET-INTEL/ OVERREACH-OFSEC-PROPOSED-CLIMATE-RULE-COULD-HURTAGRICULTURE.

In addition to the massive amount
of business data this SEC rule could
potentially ask of farmers and ranchers,
there is also the issue of data privacy,
particularly personally identifiable
information. Unlike public companies
and corporations, farmers work with and
raise families in their place of business.
There are many questions about how
their privacy will be protected.
The concern of onerous reporting
requirements is not only an issue in
regard to disclosing private data and
having to find ways to comply with
burdensome reporting. It could also
disqualify small, family-owned farms
from doing business with companies
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How to Get the Most Out
of Data
WRITTEN BY: LAURIE BEDFORD FOR SUCCESSFUL FARMING

data security,” Clarke says. “They see
land-grant universities as a trusted
partner for farmers – that’s why they’re
leaning on us to spearhead the National
Agricultural Producers Data Cooperative
(NAPDC) project. We are not trying to
profit off your data. Our goal is to build
this based on the needs of producers.
We want to enable you to handle data
and to learn from it.”

The average farm generated about
500,000 data points per day, according
to a 2016 Business Insider Intelligence
report. That figure is projected to grow
to more than 4 million per day by 2034.
To remain competitive, producers must
harness and use that data to their
advantage. Yet, turning raw data into
practical, usable information has been a
struggle for years.
“The domestic agricultural industry, in
general, has a troubled history in this
area,” says Jennifer Clarke, director of
the Quantitative Life Sciences Initiative
and Faculty in the Agricultural Research
Division at the University of Nebraska-
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Lincoln. “So producers are very skittish
when it comes to their data.”
To solve this problem, the USDA has
tasked land-grant universities with
developing a blueprint for a national
data framework and cooperative where
producers, universities, and not-for-profit
entities can store and share data as well
as create tools that enable producers to
maximize production and profitability.
“The USDA understands data is
important, especially as the conversation
continues around capturing carbon
and agricultural sustainability. It also
appreciates producers’ concerns about

That also means producers must be part
of the conversation. “I think a lot of them
would like something similar to the co-op
model, which means producers would also
run it. They get a vote in deciding what
happens and how this is meant to work,”
she says. “We also need to be transparent
about what the value will be. If a farmer
is going to participate in this framework,
he wants economic value at the end of the
year like he’d get from a co-op.”
Ultimately, the idea is to have a network
of regionalized databases. “We want it
to be driven by regional needs,” Clarke
says. “Our job will be to keep everyone
connected on a national level. For
example, if someone in Vermont wants
to solve issues in dairy management
practices, someone in Wisconsin might
be interested in being a part of that
project. We can connect you with them.”
The NAPCD (agdatacoop.org) plans to
target two areas initially. These will

The USDA understands data is important, especially as the conversation
continues around capturing carbon and agricultural sustainability. It also
appreciates producers’ concerns about data security.
provide researchers and stakeholders
an opportunity to be part of the
foundational conversations and
contribute to the conceptualization
and eventual construction of a national
framework.
Webinars.
Meetings will focus on the needs of
the community relative to a national
distributed data framework and
emerging technologies/methods to
enable the framework.
Competitive Grants Program.
The program is intended to enable
national, regional, and/or domainspecific stakeholder groups to host
meetings and encourage broad and
diverse participation in blueprint
development.

they were quite sure what to do in this
area,” Clarke says. “I believe part of the
reason the USDA has finally decided to
develop this type of system is because
there’s recognition within the federal
government of the potential value
behind smart adoption of artificial
intelligence (AI) that will address issues
around carbon capture, sustainability,
and productivity.”
AI can help enable several scenarios for
Ag, including automation and precision
agriculture, says Ranveer Chandra,
managing director of industry research
at Microsoft. “It can help fill gaps in data
from the farm and also predict some
values,” he says.
The caveat is that AI is only as good
as your data, and you need a lot of it.

“If you don’t have good data, your AI
models will suffer,” Chandra says.
With a deadline of April 2023 and an
initial budget of $500,000, Clarke knows
this is no small feat.
“There are a lot of issues around data
we’re trying to solve,” she says. “As
land-grant universities, our mission is to
enable and educate the Ag community.
It’s what we do and what we are trying to
accomplish with this project. We want to
construct it for farmers from the ground
up, and we are here to advocate for
them.”
LAURIE BEDFORD IS EXECUTIVE EDITOR, NEWS
& TECHNOLOGY, FOR SUCCESSFUL FARMING.
SHE CAN BE CONTACTED AT LAURIE.BEDFORD@
MEREDITH.COM

Creating an Ag data repository is not
a new concept. In recent years, the
Agricultural Data Coalition, AgGateway,
Open Ag Data Alliance, and others have
created systems designed for producers.
Yet, hurdles remain.
A standardized, secure system driven
and controlled by producers will address
a significant need in the data space, yet
is still a relatively novel idea.
“The USDA has been talking about
data for a long time, but I don’t think
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Farmers, Ranchers and Valley’s Agriculture
Workers Will be Hurt by New Energy Rules
WRITTEN BY: MANUEL CUNHA JR., PRESIDENT OF THE NISEI FARMERS LEAGUE

California must address climate change
if we want to create a sustainable future
for our communities. That’s true in rural
agricultural parts of California just as it
is true in our state’s big cities. But when
the California Air Resources Board bans
everything but all-electric vehicles, it’s
rural Californians who work in agriculture
that pay the steepest price.
Any plan that disproportionately hurts our
people and businesses will fail — and it
will most surely threaten the availability
of California’s fresh produce and fruit,
products that literally feed the world.
When energy costs go up, it’s our
lives and business operations that get
disrupted most heavily. And it’s our
agricultural communities that must work
harder to navigate state restrictions that
just won’t work. We’ve seen enough of
government mandates that only make our
jobs harder. This latest one is no different.
CARB’s current proposals are a misguided,
rushed attempt to oversimplify a solution,
and do not consider impacts outside of
California’s large cities. A 2035 deadline
to ban the sale of new gas-powered cars
and trucks may sound achievable if you
live in the Bay Area, already drive a Tesla
(or some other electric vehicle), and have
already paid to put in a personal charging
station in your home. But for most people
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in the San Joaquin Valley, this deadline
and the lack of attention paid to how this
regulation will affect our spread-out,
rural, agricultural counties raises serious
red flags.
And the proposed answer to those
who can’t afford an electric vehicle or
charger is to build us “more bike lanes
and bus routes.” I’m not kidding! Gavin
Newsom’s team of so-called experts want
low-income rural residents who work in
agriculture to ride bikes on new bike lanes
or take the bus to get to work if they do
not buy an all-electric vehicle.
We do not currently have the
infrastructure nor is our industry set up
to support this rapid shift. We rely on
workers who get to and from work in their
own gas-powered cars and trucks. There
aren’t bus lanes or bike paths to get to our
jobs. California produces over one-third
of the nation’s vegetables, and two-thirds
of the country’s fruit and nuts. That
food only gets to grocery store shelves
and dinner tables because agricultural
workers can get to work, every single day.
Even putting the sheer cost of an electric
vehicle aside, where would workers
charge these cars during their workday?
Will individual farmers and employers be
on the hook for putting personal charging
stations across job sites? In their fruit
orchards or tomato fields?

We know that our industry has a central
role in addressing the climate crisis. We’re
creating large-scale projects like methane
digesters. We’re using new water
practices that protect our supply. We are
already part of the solution. But today,
it’s time for us to stand up and raise our
voices, speak out against rushed policies,
and reject regulations currently under
debate that will hurt the every-day people
of rural, agricultural regions of California.
Maybe the future really will have zeroemission vehicles in rural California, but
this new rule will not help speed-up that
future. Forcing this before technology
has caught up restricts us the most.
Suggesting workers in the San Joaquin
Valley ride buses or bicycles while others
in San Francisco charge up their fancy
cars smacks of the kind of elitism rural
Californians have grown weary of.
Our future will undoubtedly include a
number of different types of energy and
fuel sources. And I believe that, in our
uniquely American and Californian way,
we will face this challenge with ingenuity
and innovation. But we cannot accept
false solutions that ignore and leave
behind California’s agricultural industry.
We want to be a part of the solution – but
we can’t be a part of that solution if we
can’t get to work.

local management of groundwater basins
throughout California. The creation of
groundwater sustainability agencies,
combined with enforcement mechanisms
to ensure the sustainable use of
groundwater resources through plans, will
achieve sustainability in the basins within
20 years of implementation.

Top 10 Issues
Facing California
Growers
SOURCE: CALIFORNIA FRESH FRUIT ASSOCIATION

The California Fresh Fruit Association (CFFA) has announced the results of its
Top Issues Survey for 2022, and water and labor were the two topics that
practically took over the list. CFFA members were surveyed to rank the top
issues for the association’s staff to focus its efforts – such as lobbying in
Washington, DC, and the state capitol of Sacramento.
“As we saw in 2021, the California fresh fruit industry continues to be impacted by
water supply availability, increasing costs of production, and the pressure of operating
in a state with a heavy regulatory environment,’ CFFA President Ian LeMay says.
“Industry members remain committed to producing healthy and high-quality fresh
produce for consumers both within the Untied States and globally. But make no
mistake, these pressures are real and having significant impacts on the functionality of
the businesses we represent.”
Following are the 10 areas of most importance identified by CFFA members, including
growers, shippers, and marketers of fresh grapes, blueberries, and tree fruit. They
represent approximately 85% of the volume of fresh grapes and 95% of volume of
deciduous tree fruit shipped from California.
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1. Water Supply Availability
and Curtailment
CFFA represents a highly diverse
membership, spanning from Lake
County in the north, down through the
San Joaquin Valley, and south into the
Coachella Valley. The need for longterm water certainty remains of utmost
importance to sustaining a viable
agricultural sector. Recent drought
conditions in the past decade have placed
significant stress onto farming operations,
shifting more permanent fresh fruit crop
producers to rely upon groundwater
supplies.
2. Increasing Wage Costs

(base/minimum wages/overtime thresholds)

Labor costs continue to increase, resulting
in changes to agricultural overtime and
an increasing minimum wage, which rose
to $14 per hour for operations with 25 or
fewer employees and $15 per hour for
businesses with 26 or more employees on
January 1.
3. G
 roundwater Management
Requirements
The Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA) provides for

wages, benefits, and working conditions,
which either have been addressed or
continue to be advance by the legislature
or through regulation, thus deflating the
value of union membership.
7. Rising Fuel and Energy Costs

Despite both legal and political hurdles,
we continue to impress upon our elected
representatives that Congressional action
is needed to ensure a long-term solution
toward addressing labor security for the
agriculture industry. CFFA continues to
be a key component in the policy-shaping
debate on both short- and long-term
proposals to strengthen labor security.

CFFA members cannot grow, pack, ship,
and market their fresh fruit produce
without reliable sources of fuel and
energy that are reasonably priced.
However, due to market conditions,
changing rate structures, and federal
and state policies that advance stilldeveloping renewable energy sources
and new technology dependent on
these sources, farmers are increasingly
confronting limitations in equipment use
and procurement and higher input costs
in their operations, varying from trucking
and irrigation to chemical purchases.

5. Health Care Costs

8. N
 ew Taxes

In the wake of the Affordable Care Act
employer mandate, providing healthy
care coverage to employees became the
norm, as opposed to the exception. It is
the desire of the employer to ensure a
healthy workplace and continue to make
investments into employee wellness.

Increased taxation on California farmers
erodes not only their profitability
but increasingly, the viability of their

4. F ederal Immigration Policies
Addressing Current and Future
Labor Forces

(policy costs/paid sick leave)

(commercial and corporate)

businesses and the ability to maintain the
family farm. Additionally, higher taxes
in California, in conjunction with other
regulatory costs, put in-state producers at
an economic disadvantage to farmers in
other states.
9. W
 orkers’ Compensation Costs
Throughout the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, workers’ compensation costs
have become an important concern,
given the volume of labor needed to
perform field and packing activities.
New safety techniques and training
were implemented to help decrease the
opportunity of the virus to spread.
10. Federal and State Food Safety
Compliance Requirements
Ensuring a safe food supply remains a top
priority, and the industry continues its
advancements in employing science- and
risk-based practices through food safety
research designed to identify potential
risks and guide the continued production
of safe, fresh fruit.

6. Labor Regulatory Compliance
Every year the California legislature
considers measures that advance
opportunities for organized labor to
unionize the agricultural labor force.
Missing from that consideration is the
throughout examination of the will of the
labor force and the value they perceive
in paying a percentage in dues for added
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The First U.S. Trial to Release GMO
Mosquitoes Just Ended. Here’s How it Went.
WRITTEN BY: HANNAH SEO FOR POPULAR SCIENCE

such as Zika, dengue, and yellow fever,
among others. While the ultimate goal for
these mosquitoes is to quash the spread
of disease, the current trials do not have
any public health conclusions—the studies
were not designed to test for disease
transmission to humans. To do that, Oxitec
would have to run massive controlled trials
that would be difficult and expensive.
“They’re not going to be able to do a trial
to show that it actually has a public-health
impact,” Thomas Scott, an entomologist
at the University of California, Davis,
told Nature. “There’s not enough
Aedes-transmitted viral infection” in
the continental United States to do that
kind of study, he added. Plus, disease
transmission can happen even with very
low population levels of A. aegypti, so
reducing the mosquito population with
Oxitec mosquitoes won’t guarantee
disease suppression anyway, Scott said.
“It’s just not that simple.”

The first open-air study that released genetically modified mosquitoes
in the Florida Keys has just concluded. The experiment was designed to
show whether these modified bugs could help suppress disease-spreading
mosquito populations.
In this first-of-its-kind study, the biotech
firm Oxitec placed genetically modified
mosquito eggs on private properties in
the Florida island chain. These mosquitoes
are engineered to be male, non-biting,
and only capable of producing male
offspring. The eggs were surrounded
by capture sites designed to snag adult
mosquitoes, and traps to collect the
eggs of future mosquito generations.
Researchers wanted to see whether the
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Oxitec mosquitoes would successfully
mate with local insects—if they did, and
only produced male non-biting offspring,
that would reduce the number of wild
mosquitoes.
The trial was a success, according to a
company announcement earlier this
month—the data will be further analyzed
and published at a later date. Oxitec
scientists found that when modified

These trials in the Florida Keys are not
without controversy. Until this study,
no genetically engineered mosquitoes
had been tested in the open air in the
US, and many residents of the Florida
Keys had reservations about using their
neighborhoods as testing grounds.
One group tallied a list of purported
wrongdoings by Oxitec in previous
experiments, claiming the company
failed to monitor disease in the countries
where it has released mosquitoes, had not
revealed the price of its technology, and it
had overstated the success of other trials.
“I cannot trust this company. I cannot trust
this technology,” Mara Daly, a resident of
Key Largo who says she’s been following
Oxitec’s plans for nine years, told Undark
in 2021. She and other residents were
concerned about how the mosquitoes
would affect their local ecosystem. “This
is not a traditional pesticide. This is not a
chemical that you can trace,” Daly added.

“This is something completely different,
new emerging technology and we need
better regulation.”
Scientists have been working on
genetically modifying insects to mitigate
disease transmission for more than
a decade. Mosquitoes have been the
primary target, but researchers have
also looked into modifying ticks to curb
diseases like Lyme.
Whether Oxitec’s mosquitoes can make
a difference for public health remains to
be seen, but the Florida Keys Mosquito
Control District, a local abatement group,
supports Oxitec’s trials. “We’ve dealt with
multiple disease outbreaks, so we’ve got
to do everything we can to protect our
people down here and the economy,”
Andrea Leal, executive director of FKMCD,
told Nature. That means trying new things,
she said. “We’re looking at any tool that
could be helpful.”

mosquitoes matured to adulthood, their
flight and exploration behavior matched
the abilities of wild mosquitoes. The
insects also successfully mated with
native female mosquitoes, which in turn
laid eggs in the Oxitec traps. Researchers
collected more than 22,000 eggs to watch
them hatch in a lab. Oxitec confirmed
that all of these eggs hatched males—
though the gene that killed female eggs
only lasted for about three mosquito
generations.
The genetically modified mosquitoes are
the species Aedes aegypti. In the wild,
A. aegypti are invasive and carry diseases
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California dairy and livestock
producers are required by state law to
cut methane emissions by 40% below
2013 levels by 2030.

Climate Neutrality on State
Dairy Farms ‘Within Reach’

Place shared her views last week during
the California Dairy Sustainability
Summit. The three-day virtual conference
provided an overview of how California
dairy farms are advancing sustainable
food systems by working to achieve
so-called climate neutrality, which refers

California dairy and livestock producers
are required by state law to cut methane
emissions by 40% below 2013 levels by
2030. A recent analysis by the California
Air Resources Board shows that at their
current pace, they are projected to hit just
22% of the required target by 2030.

dairy farmers have been reducing their
environmental impact by becoming more
efficient on the farm.

Reducing methane can also offset
other greenhouse gases, said Frank
Mitloehner, a University of California,
Davis, professor and air quality specialist.
He said he views methane not so much
as a liability as it is an asset and an
opportunity to achieve climate neutrality.
If methane can be managed well, he said,
it can offset current and past emissions
by animal agriculture.

Dairy farmers so far have relied largely
on construction of methane digesters
to capture manure and turn it into
renewable energy. Because of the
capital-intensive nature of these projects,
a central message of the summit was
that public investment and financial
incentives for farmers will be key to get
more widespread adoption.

Merced County dairy farmer Simon
Vander Woude, for example, uses genetic
testing and selection to optimize his
herd. This allows him to produce more
milk with fewer cows.

“To me, this is what really counts—that
we get to a point where we don’t cause
additional warming, in fact, maybe undo
some of the historical warming,” he said.

Dairy methane emissions come from
two main sources: manure and enteric
fermentation, or cow belches. Methane
represents the main greenhouse gas
produced by animal agriculture, with
dairy cows and other livestock accounting
for 55% of all methane in the state.

Mitloehner said he believes dairy farmers
can achieve the state goal—and reach
climate neutrality—within the next 10
years if they “continue on a path like we
have started.” But it will take more than
“business as usual.” Achieving climate
neutrality, he stressed, will require
more aggressive adoption of methane
mitigation strategies that some California
dairy farms have already implemented.

In total, more than $2 billion is being
invested by the state, farmers and other
partners on digester and other dairy
methane reduction projects. Together,
these projects now number around
300 in the state, according to Michael
Boccadoro, executive director of Dairy
Cares. At least 420 more projects may be
needed to achieve the 2030 target the
state has set, CARB reported.

Even though carbon dioxide, or CO2, is
the most abundant greenhouse gas and
has the greatest contribution to warming,
addressing methane delivers “a quicker

“This is not some kind of creative
accounting, greenwashing or any of
that,” Mitloehner said. “This is using hard
science and the knowledge of physics

Herd-size reductions, another way to
curb emissions, are expected to make a
bigger dent in the coming years, CARB
projected. The summit highlighted how

As California dairy farmers face increasing pressure to reduce the impact their cows have on the warming planet,
scientists and people in the business say tools are available to do just that. But getting more farms to use them will
require investment and other incentives to achieve specific targets.
to having net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions. This means getting to a point
when dairies no longer contribute to
global warming, Place said.

around these gases and the chemical
properties, and then projecting what
strong reductions will do.”

During the past six years, the state
invested $289 million from cap-andtrade revenue to help fund emissionsreduction projects, with most of it going
to digester systems.

WRITTEN BY: CHING LEE FOR AGALERT®

“Climate neutrality is definitely within
reach. It’s technically possible,” said Sara
Place, chief sustainability officer for the
animal-health company Elanco.

bang for your buck,” Place said, because
the gas has a short lifespan, and reducing
it can instantaneously impact warming.

But dairy farmers have yet to tackle
how to mitigate their second source of
methane: cow burps. Some solutions are
on the way, largely through changes in
cow diet and the use of feed additives.
Red seaweed, for example, has been
shown in trials to reduce enteric methane
emissions by 53% to 92%, according to
Joan Salwen, chief executive officer of
Blue Ocean Barns, which is now trying to
scale up production of the feed additive.
She said research from Straus Dairy Farm
in Marin County shows the additive is
safe for cows, does not change the taste
of the milk or meat, and maintains the
cows’ milk production.
A supplement made from garlic and
citrus extracts by the Swiss-British
company Mootral has been field tested
at UC Davis with feedlot cattle, which
emitted 23% less methane. Chief
Executive Thomas Hafner said other
studies on dairies in the United Kingdom
CONTINUES ON PAGE 16 
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and the Netherlands show a 30% average
reduction of methane emissions with no
negative impacts on animal health and
milk quality.
The Swiss company Agolin makes a
feed additive made from essential oil
extracts from plants. Analysis shows
supplementing the product in lactating
cows reduces their methane emissions
by 10% and improves their milk yield by
4%, according to Peter Williams, chief
executive of Advantec Associates and
Feedworks, which markets the product
in the U.S.
The Dutch company DSM already has
market authorizations for its feed
additive Bovaer from the European
Union, Brazil and Chile, but it has yet
to receive approval in the U.S. from the
Food and Drug Administration. Company

Program Director Mark van Nieuwland
says feeding a cow a quarter teaspoon
of the product each day has been shown
to reduce enteric methane emission by
about 30% in dairy cows and up to 90%
in beef cattle.
With consumer engagement in
sustainability continuing to rise, some
food companies are setting their own
environmental goals, particularly with
how they source their ingredients.
Starbucks, for example, aims to cut its
carbon, water and waste footprints in
half by 2030, said Kelly Bengston, its
chief procurement officer. Milk goes
into more than 60% of its beverage
offerings, with dairy and coffee
accounting for more than 30% of its total
carbon emissions. As such, Bengston
said the company is partnering with its

supply chain, including the cooperative
California Dairies Inc., to meet its
sustainability goals.
Having committed in 2019 to net
zero emissions, Nestlé plans to cut its
emissions 20% by 2025 and 50% by
2030, said Kimberly Fisk, its Head of
Procurement. Sourcing ingredients
represents 71% of the company’s total
greenhouse gas emissions, with half of it
coming from dairy and livestock.

COMPOST

Safe to use on food crops

BENEFITS OF COMPOST
Using compost properly can help stabilize crop
yields by:
Increasing soil water holding capacity
Improving nutrient cycling
Enhancing the diversity of soil biological life
Increasing soil carbon sequestration

STA CERTIFIED COMPOST GOES
THROUGH A REGULATED PROCESS TO
ELIMINATE HUMAN PATHOGENS.

One of Nestlé’s main commitments,
she said, has been in regenerative
agriculture, in which the company is
investing $1.2 billion by working directly
with farmers.

Compost must reach 131 degrees
Fahrenheit for 72 consecutive hours.
Temperatures of compost piles are
monitored closely, and tracked &
recorded on a daily basis.
Compost undergoes regular testing for
pathogens to meet the Seal of Testing
Assurance (STA) Certified requirements.

CHING LEE IS AN ASSISTANT EDITOR OF AG ALERT.
SHE MAY BE CONTACTED AT CLEE@CFBF.COM.

THE KEY TO CLIMATE-SMART AGRICULTURE
When organic waste decomposes in our
landfills, it emits 20% of CA's methane.

California disposes of approximately 13
million tons of organic waste/year in landfills.

Methane is a climate super pollutant 84
times more potent than carbon dioxide.

SB 1383 sets the goal of capturing 75% of
the state’s organic waste by 2025.

BUY COMPOST FROM ATLAS ORGANICS
Salinas Valley Recycles recently partnered with Atlas
Organics to convert our local organic waste into compost.
Starting July 1st, Atlas Organics will be the new provider
to purchase compost for your climate-smart soil
management strategy.

TO PURCHASE COMPOST:
Leslie Rodgers - (864) 590-3691
leslie.rodgers@atlasorganics.net
www.atlasorganics.net
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GMOs, it suggests the issue is becoming
less salient, the authors conclude.

Anti-GMO Themes Losing Traction
Worldwide, Suggests New Scientific Paper
SOURCE: ALLIANCE FOR SCIENCE

The conversation around genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) is becoming
more positive, according to new
Alliance for Science research analyzing
traditional and social media trends on
biotechnology.

Joan Conrow, AfS managing editor. “This
suggests that people are increasingly
receptive toward technologies that
can play a role in lessening the
environmental impacts of agriculture,
especially in regard to climate change.”

The peer-reviewed study, published in
the open-source academic journal GM
Crops & Food, finds a significant drop in
salience of the GMO issue between 2018
and 2020, suggesting a more favorable
and less polarized conversation around
the world.

The study looked at the number and tone
of over 100,000 online and print articles
published in English in top-ranked media
between 2018 and 2020, as well as 1.7
million social media interactions.

“This seems like cautious good news for
science,” says study author Mark Lynas,
research lead at the Alliance for Science
(AfS). “Given the worldwide scientific
consensus on the safety and utility of
genetic modification, this suggests that
misinformation about GMOs is losing its
ability to persuade, even on social media.”
“The data in the paper show a real shift
toward a positive conversation and
sentiment toward GMOs,” adds co-author
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It found that the overall tone of the
GMO conversation has been surprisingly
positive, averaging 73 percent favorable
if neutral and positive reporting are
combined, and appears to have
become even more favorable over the
period studied.
Though social media tends to be slightly
more negative than traditional, that gap
has narrowed, with the tone of the social
media conversation improving from 62
percent favorable to 78 percent favorable
by the end of 2020.

The study was conducted in partnership
with Cision, a media monitoring and
insights company, and used Cision’s top
tier English-language media database.
Sentiment analysis was generated using
automated computer analysis in real
time, using Cision’s natural language
processing and custom dictionaries.
A proportion was also subject to human
validation.
“To date, this study represents one of
the most comprehensive views of GMO
perception within both social media
platforms and general news media,
leveraging over three years of continuous
tracking and analysis conducted by our
team at Cision,” says co-author Jordan
Adams, a Cision senior data analyst.
While the volume of traditional media
coverage increased during the study
period, social media coverage of the
issue dropped more than 80 percent
between January 2018 and December
2020, the period covered by the study.
Since fewer people are posting about

“Our data suggest that across all
media environments, we seem to
be moving toward a more favorable
conversation on GMOs,” Lynas says.
“This is consistent with other
measures of the ‘debate’ that appears
to be waning in light of more
urgent, real-world challenges, like
addressing nutritional security in a
changing climate.”
The study also found that Monsanto
(now part of Bayer) and its association
with pesticides, notably glyphosate,

appears to strongly drive negative
perceptions toward GMOs, even
though the company is but one
player in the GMO arena. Coverage of
Monsanto/Bayer in both traditional
and social media was consistently
and considerably more negative than
coverage of GMOs overall.
Additionally, “bot” accounts represented
10 percent of Twitter users engaged in
GMO discussions between 2018 and
2020 and contributed 10 percent of the
overall tweet volume. The analysis found
that bots and cyborgs were substantially
more negative in sentiment towards
GMOs than human accounts.

“This suggests that cyborgs and bots
may be intentionally used by nefarious
actors to sow dissent and make the
GMO conversation appear more
negative and polarized than it is,” states
the study.

Photo by Ag Pro Robotics

While only English language media
were analyzed, the research had a
global focus.
“Positive favorability was observed
in Africa, where countries are just
beginning to adopt the technology,”
states the report. “The (GMO)
conversation is generally favorable in
the US, Africa and South Asia.”
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labor-intensive crops in California (33
percent), including 60 growers who
hired fewer than 100 workers at peak.”
One important question in the 2020
workers’ survey was “What hours of
work would you prefer?”

Growers Avoid Excess Pay for Overtime
WRITTEN BY: RICHARD SMOLEY FOR PRODUCE BLUE BOOK

{In April}, Oregon joined two other Pacific coast states, California and Washington, in requiring overtime pay for
farm workers.
These changes aroused vigorous
opposition among growers and have
been a source of constant complaint
from them in the state affected.
We can ask, then, what effects
these new laws are having on farm
employment.
I contacted Phillip L. Martin, a professor
at the University of California, Davis,
probably the nation’s foremost expert
on farm labor, about this question.
Martin’s reply (by email): “Richard,
this is a hot topic with very little data,
but lots of farmers trying to avoid
paying OT (overtime).” He sent me
the results of a 2020 study, which
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are apparently the most recent data
available on this subject.
The study surveyed over 100 farmworkers,
mostly male, in Kern County, CA: 84
percent worked full-time. 78 percent
reported household incomes of between
$30,000 and $50,000. 64 percent
worked in table grapes, another 14
percent in tree fruit.
Fifty-four percent said that their hours
had changed as a result of the state’s
overtime requirements. Two-thirds said
that these changes were entirely {the}
result of new overtime regulations.
Asked, “If you are working less hours
due to overtime, how have you faced

the reduced salary?” 40 percent said
that they spend more time with their
families, and 41 percent had to reduce
spending (chiefly on clothing and food).
Only 14 percent said they had gotten a
second job.
Asked, “Do you think that companies
are going to pay overtime?” 40 percent
replied no, 34 percent said yes, and 26
percent said they didn’t know.
Martin notes that Western Growers
Association “surveyed its members in
November 2016,” after the enactment
of the California minimum wage law,
“and 150 growers reported that they
plan to increase mechanization (77
percent) and reduce production of

The answers were fairly evenly divided
among three categories: 32 percent
said they would prefer a work week of
8 hours a day and 40 hours a week,
while 27 percent said that they would
prefer more work hours, even without
overtime pay, and 41 percent said they
would prefer to get overtime even if
they had fewer work hours.

credits start at 60 percent for 2023
and 2024 and are phased down to
15 percent in 2027 and 2028 before
being eliminated entirely.
For those employing 25 or fewer
workers, those percentages start at
75 percent in 2023 and 2024 and are
progressively reduced to 30 percent
in 2027 and 15 percent in 2028 before
elimination.

All else being equal, a grower would
most prudently respond to the new
overtime requirements by hiring
more workers and so avoiding paying
overtime to any of them. But given
the acute labor shortage, this option
is impossible in many cases. How the
agricultural world will adapt remains
to be seen.

In 2022, minimum wage for California
workers is $15 per hour for companies
with more than 25 employees, $14
for those with 25 or fewer; this will
rise to $15 across the board next year.
Overtime is required for any hours
worked over 8 hours a day or 40 hours
a week.
“Tax credits for overtime pay could
encourage farmers to offer more hours
of work and to pay overtime wages,
which would increase farm worker
earnings and spending in farm worker
communities,” Martin observes. “Tax
credits for overtime premium pay could
minimize the need for some workers
whose hours are reduced to find a
second job that involves both more
work and more commuting.”
The Oregon legislation signed {into
law in April} does provide tax credits
for excess overtime wages paid
between now and 2028. For those
employing more than 25 workers,
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In Washington, Green Energy Threatens
Sage Grouse
OUR VIEW, CAPITAL PRESS

People are People, Animals are Animals
OUR VIEW, CAPITAL PRESS

In Japan is a man named Toko. He likes to
pretend he is a dog. To do that he spent
$15,700 on a dog suit fashioned after a
collie. When he is in the suit, he looks a lot
like a collie. He also acts like one, rolling
over and doing collie things.
But if you ask a human, he is no dog. And
other dogs certainly know a dog when
they see one.
He is just a guy in a dog suit, and a very
expensive one at that.
Some animal rights groups occasionally
cook up public relations stunts arguing
that animals have constitutional rights.
This would come as a surprise to anyone
who has ever read the Constitution, or
who has been around animals.

But an orca is not, under any circumstance,
a person who has constitutional rights.
It must be embarrassing for a member
of the bar to try to argue that with a
straight face.
Other groups have taken up the cause
of a chimpanzee in upstate New York,
arguing that it should be granted the
ability to choose where it wants to live.
Most recently, the Nonhuman Rights
Project has gone to court on behalf of
Happy, an elephant at the Bronx Zoo in
New York. The group filed a writ of habeas
corpus in the state’s Supreme Court,
seeking to have Happy recognized as a
person and moved from the zoo.

For example, 11 years ago, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals, or PETA, filed
suit arguing that Sea World, an aquarium,
was depriving orcas of their constitutional
rights and “enslaving” them.

If the group wanted to help, it could
make sure all applicable humane laws are
followed. It could even buy Happy and
move her to better circumstances. But
that would solve a problem, not make a
splash in the news, which is apparently
what the group seeks most.

If a group wanted to help orcas, it could
argue that they should have more room at
the aquarium or be better treated. That’s
fine. We are in favor of free speech.

This legal wrangling has farmers and
ranchers concerned. They worry that if
an outside group can demand that an
animal be treated as a human under
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the law, similar cases might be made on
behalf of cows, hogs, chickens and other
farm animals.
This has nothing to do with elephants
or orcas, or any other animals, for
that matter. This is just another public
relations stunt aimed at raising money for
another animal rights group.
The Associated Press talked to a law
professor at Rutgers University about the
case involving Happy.
“I’ve been a vegan for 40 years. Don’t get
me wrong, I disagree with animal use
altogether,” Gary Francione, the professor,
said. “Just to have the court start saying
that non-human animals are persons
under the law is going to raise all sorts of
questions, the answers to which are not
going to be amenable to many people.”

When environmental priorities collide, advocates for wildlife and “green”
energy often find themselves on opposing sides. But a proposed solar project
in north-central Washington has various factions within state government
arguing opposing positions.
What could be more entertaining than a
clash of environmental titans?
A Spanish company plans to build a
2,390-acre solar farm on Badger Mountain
in north-central Washington near East
Wenatchee. That fits with Gov. Jay
Inslee’s climate priorities. The governor
has made climate change a focus of his
administration, and his policy initiatives
encourage the construction of solar farms.
The proposed building site for the
200-megawatt facility is mostly
unirrigated farmland, and perfect for a
solar facility. The company would lease
the land from private landowners and the
Department of Natural Resources.
But here’s the rub: Badger Mountain is
in Douglas County, the greater sage
grouse’s “last stronghold” in the state,
according to the Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife.

We’ll finish that thought: A man in a dog
suit may look and act like a dog, but he’s
no dog. And an animal rights group can
argue that an elephant is a person, but
that doesn’t make it true.

“It’s their last stronghold, and it ain’t much
of one,” Michael Ritter, Fish and Wildlife’s
lead on solar and wind projects, said.
“You don’t know how the disturbance will
change the landscape.”

It’s not a matter of constitutional rights,
it’s a matter of biology.

The department has dug in its heels.
Supported by environmental groups, it

has spotlighted the threat to the greater
sage grouse. The bird is not federally
protected, but Fish and Wildlife lists it as
an endangered state species.
It told the state’s Energy Facility Site
Evaluation Council recently that no new
studies performed by the company will
change its mind.
Meanwhile, the state Attorney General’s
Office has been assigned to represent the
environment — all of it. Counsel for the
environment warns that not building the
solar plant could worsen climate change.
In effect, the Attorney General’s Office
is arguing that to save the sage grouse
from the impacts of climate change, sage
grouse in Washington must be imperiled
by the solar facility. Washington has to
destroy the sage grouse to save the sage
grouse — a winning strategy every time it’s
been tried.

Ironically, that office joined 16 other
Democrat attorneys general in a lawsuit to
block a plan to ease land-use restrictions
that protect sage grouse that was
proposed by the Trump administration.
Does it matter to the sage grouse for what
purpose they are endangered?
Farmers and ranchers may have little
sympathy for the plight of sage grouse
in Washington. The plucky little bird has
often been used by environmentalists
to restrict grazing and other farming
operations.
Now, it’s expendable.
Once upon a time it was important to
save farmland, but that was before certain
factions decided it was more important
to build wind turbines and solar cells in
pastures and fields. Now, the sage grouse
may also have to yield to transient political
objectives.
When environmental priorities collide,
something has to give.
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